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youths had been 'helped forward by the "tunnel" on their
journey from Belgrade to Sarajevo.3 Similarly Princip and
Chabrinovitch denied knowing much of anything about the
"Black Hand" except what they had read in newspapers,
and denied having met Major Tankositch; they admitted,
however, that he had procured the weapons and money,
and that he had asked Grabezh to come to his room so that
he could convince himself that the three youths were to be
relied on.4 How far these denials of knowledge of the
"Black Hand" and its leaders were true, in which case the
youths would be acting as the more or less ignorant tools
of this secret Serbian terrorist organization, and how far
the denials were purposely concocted to shield it and de-
ceive the Austrians, one cannot at present say with cer-
tainty. Probably the latter hypothesis is closer to the truth
than the former.
Making allowance for this tendency in their statements,
one may say that the motives of Princip and Chabrinovitch
were mainly of three kinds.
In the first place, there was a personal motive—a feeling
of discontent with their own lives, of the desire to be mar-
tyrs and heroes after the fashion of Bogdan Zherajitch, who
fired five shots at the Governor of Bosnia and then commit-
ted suicide at Sarajevo. Both Princip and Chabrinovitch
had been unhappy at home, and received little or no finan-
cial support from their parents. Chabrinovitch had quar-
relled often with his father and with his fellow Socialists
at Sarajevo. Both youths had early left school but had
not become established in any occupation. They drifted
to Belgrade where they came under the influence of an-
archist and terrorist propaganda, and heard the coffee-house
talk about Austria's oppression and Serbia's future role as
the "Piedmont" which would bring liberation to the Bos-
3 See preceding chapter, at notes 40-48.
-* Pharos, pp. 10, 24, 47 ff.; see also preceding chapter, note 110.

